We have designed programmable DNAbased nanoswitches whose closing/opening can be triggered over specific different pH windows. These nanoswitches form an intramolecular triplex DNA structure through pH-sensitive parallel Hoogsteen interactions. We demonstrate that by simply changing the relative content of TAT/CGC triplets in the switches, we can rationally tune their pH dependence over more than 5 pH units. The ability to design DNA-based switches with tunable pH dependence provides the opportunity to engineer pH nanosensors with unprecedented wide sensitivity to pH changes. For example, by mixing in the same solution three switches with different pH sensitivity, we developed a pH nanosensor that can precisely monitor pH variations over 5.5 units of pH. With their fast response time (<200 ms) and high reversibility, these pHtriggered nanoswitches appear particularly suitable for applications ranging from the real-time monitoring of pH changes in vivo to the development of pH sensitive smart nanomaterials.
N ature often employs finely pH-regulated biomolecules to modulate and tune a number of biological activities 1 ranging from enzyme catalysis 2 to protein folding, 3 membrane function, 4 and apoptosis. 5 For these reasons, developing probes, switches, or nanomaterials that are able to respond to specific pH changes should prove useful for several applications in the fields of in vivo imaging, clinical diagnostics, and drug delivery. 6−8 By taking advantage of the high versatility and designability of DNA chemistry 9−19 several groups have recently developed pHtriggered DNA-based probes or nanodevices. 20−30 Such probes typically exploit DNA secondary structures that display pH dependence due to the presence of specific protonation sites. These structures include I-motif, 21−23,26,29,31 intermolecular triplex DNA, 25, 28, 32 DNA tweezers, 20 and, more recently, the A-motif. 33 Despite the promising and advantageous characteristics of some of these DNA-based nanodevices, which include fast response times and sustained efficiency over several cycles, a drawback inevitably affects their performances: they all respond (with an exception 33a ) over a fixed pH window that typically spans 1.5−2 pH units. 26,34,33b These nanodevices, thus, cannot be adapted to provide a useful output outside these fixed pH windows.
Here we describe a method to rationally design and program pH-triggered DNA-based nanoswitches whose pH dependence can be finely tuned and edited over more than 5 units of pH. We created our switches by taking advantage of the wellcharacterized pH sensitivity of the parallel Hoogsteen (T,C)motif in triplex DNA. 34−36 To do so, we designed a DNA-based triplex pH-triggered nanoswitch that consists in a double intramolecular hairpin stabilized with both Watson−Crick (W−C) and parallel Hoogsteen interactions ( Figure 1 ). More specifically, one hairpin of the triplex nanoswitch is formed by the W−C hybridization of two 10 base complementary portions separated by a 5 base loop. This duplex DNA is then able to form a triplex structure via the formation of a second hairpin through Hoogsteen parallel interactions with the other extremity of the switch (Figure 1 ). 37 Importantly for our work, while W−C base pairings are almost insensitive to pH, 34 Hoogsteen interactions show a strong and variable pH dependence. 34−36 More specifically, the CGC parallel triplet requires the protonation Figure 1 . Programmable DNA-based triplex pH-triggered nanoswitches that form an intramolecular triplex structure through the formation of a W−C (dashed) pH-insensitive hairpin and a second Hoogsteen (dots) pH-sensitive hairpin. Because they require the protonation of the N3 of cytosine in the third strand (top, left), CGC triplets are only stable at acid pHs (average pK a of protonated cytosines in triplex structure is ≈6.5). 35 For this reason, triplex switches containing only CGC triplets should unfold into an open duplex conformation at slightly acidic pHs. Bottom: In contrast, triplex switches containing only TAT triplets should unfold at much higher pHs due to deprotonation of thymine (pK a ∼ 10). 39c of the N3 of cytosine in the third strand in order to form (average pK a of protonated cytosines in triplex structure is ≈6.5 35, 38 ) (Figure 1, top) . In contrast, the TAT triplets are relatively stable at neutral pH and are only destabilized at pH above 10 due to the deprotonation of thymine (pK a ∼ 10) 39c (Figure 1 , bottom). To follow opening/closing of the triplex portion of the switch, we labeled it with a fluorophore/quencher pair. More specifically, a fluorophore is conjugated at one end of the DNA sequence, and a quencher is internally inserted in the loop of the hairpin duplex DNA so that the triplex-to-duplex transition (unfolding) brings the fluorophore away from the quencher and increases the fluorescence signal observed ( Figure 2 ). We note that the fluorophore used in this work (Alexa Fluor 680) is insensitive to pH over a wide pH window ( Figure S1 ). 40 Our DNA-based triplex nanoswitch is sensitive to pH. We first tested a switch containing an equal distribution of TAT and CGC triplets (50% TAT) ( Figure 2 , orange curve). As expected, at very acidic pH values, the intramolecular double hairpin triplex structure is favored, and we observe a very low fluorescence signal (fluorophore and quencher are brought in close proximity). As we increase the pH of the solution, the triplex structure is destabilized, and we observe a gradual increase of the fluorescence signal characteristic of the triplex-to-duplex transition (unfolding). pH of semiprotonation (defined here as pK a obs , the average pK a due to several interacting protonation sites) for this triplex nanoswitch is 6.5.
We can tune the pH dependence of our switches over a window of more than 5 units of pH by simply changing the relative content of CGC/TAT triplets in the sequence. For example, when the switch element contains only TAT triplets (100% TAT i.e., without any CGC triplet), the triplex-to-duplex transition occurs at basic pHs (pK a obs = 10.2) ( Figure 2 , blue curve). By gradually replacing TAT triplets with CGC triplets, we can precisely program the switch so that it opens at a specific lower pH. By replacing 2 TAT triplets with 2 CGC triplets in the switch element's sequence, e.g., we reduce the pK a obs of the switch from 10.2 to 8.6 (80% TAT, Figure 2 , dark-green curve). The addition of four CGC triplets in the sequence further moves the pK a obs down to 7.5 (60% TAT, Figure 2 , light green curve). Finally, as shown above, a switch with an equal content of CGC vs TAT triplets shows a complete opening at slightly acidic pHs (pK a obs = 6.5) (50% TAT, Figure 2 , orange curve). Triplex nanoswitches with higher CGC percentage content in the sequence (i.e., 20% and 0% TAT) show the same pH dependence of the one containing an equal content of CGC vs TAT (50% TAT) ( Figure S4 ). The modulated pH dependence at different TAT/CGC contents might be explained by several factors. In the presence of low CGC content (i.e., 80% TAT) the pK a observed (8.6) is higher than that of the free cytosine (pK a ∼4.5) probably because of the predominant effect of the pHinsensitive TAT triplets (pK a ∼10.2). On the other hand, as soon as 50% of the switch is composed of CGC triplets (i.e., 50, 20, 0% TAT), its pK a reaches a minimal value of ∼6.5 ( Figure S4 ). This pK a value remains, however, relatively higher than that of the free protonated cytosine likely due to both the stabilization provided by the formation of the Hoogsteen interactions (hydrogen bonds) and to the increase of base triplet stacking interactions in the switch. 38 The possibility to design triplex nanoswiches with tunable pH dependence provides the opportunity to engineer pH sensors with unprecedented wide sensitivity to pH changes. As it is the case for most DNA-based pH-triggered nanodevices, 26,33b,34 our programmable triplex nanoswitches show a limited and fixed dynamic range (defined here as the pH range at which the switches display 10−90% of their maximum signal) which spans ∼1.8 units of pH (see, e.g., 50% TAT, Figure 3 , left). This, in turn, corresponds to a change of [H + ] concentration of 81-fold which represents the classic dynamic range window (the range of Figure 2 . Top: Triplex pH nanoswitches can be rationally programmed to be triggered over a specifically defined pH window. The pH sensitivity of the triplex interactions can be tuned by changing the CGC vs TAT content of the switch element, thus allowing to tune the pH window at which the triplex-to-duplex transition occurs (bottom, right). The opening of the switch containing only TAT triplets (100% TAT, blue curve), for example, is triggered at basic pHs (9−11), while the triplex structure of a switch with a 50% content of TAT (50% TAT, orange curve) unfolds at a more acidic pH range (5−7). Switches with TAT contents between 50% and 100% show intermediate pH sensitivity. Shown are the pH−titration curves (bottom, right) of the triplex nanoswitches (at 20 nM concentration) achieved in an universal citrate/ phosphate/borate buffer 41 at 25°C. Triplex-to-duplex transition is monitored through a pH-insensitive fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 680) inserted at the 5′-end and a quencher (Black-Hole Quencher 2, BHQ-2) internally located in the switch. We note that the W−C-stabilized hairpin remains folded over the wide range of pH investigated ( Figure  S3 ). Figure 3 . By combining together two or more switches, we can create a pH-sensor displaying extended dynamic ranges. Left: A single switch shows a typical fixed dynamic range of ∼1.8 units of pH (here the 50% TAT is only an example, see also Figure 2 ). Center: By combining in the same solution two switches (i.e., 50% TAT and 80% TAT), each triggered over pH windows that are 2 orders of magnitude apart 43 (see Figure 2 ), we can extend the useful dynamic range to ∼4 units of pH. Right: It is possible to further extend the useful pH dynamic range (∼5.5 units of pH) by using together in the same solution three different switches (50%, 80%, and 100% TAT). Shown are the pH−titration curves obtained using a universal citrate/phosphate/borate buffer and a total concentration of triplex nanoswitches of 20 nM (see SI for details).
ligand concentration over which receptor occupancy shifts from 10% to 90%) inherent to single-site binding and Langmuir binding curves. 42 This fixed window can hinder the applicability of our switches where changes over a wider range of pH require to be monitored with precision. To overcome this problem, we propose to extend this dynamic range by combining together two or more switches triggered over different pH windows. 43 For example, by combining together the 50% TAT and 80% TAT switches we created a pH sensor with a dynamic range that spans ∼4.0 units of pH (from 5.5 to 9.5) (Figure 3, center) . A dynamic range of similar width, but shifted to more basic pHs (from 7.5 to 11.0), is also observed when combining the 80% TAT and 100% TAT switches ( Figure S5 ). Finally, by combining together three switches (50%, 80%, and 100% TAT), we created a pH sensor displaying a dynamic range of ∼5.5 units of pH (from 5.5 to 11.0).
Our switches respond to pH changes in milliseconds. We demonstrate this by performing stopped-flow experiments and by measuring the opening/closing reaction rates of each switch over its relevant pH dynamic range (Figures S6−S12). All switches show opening/closing kinetics (average time constant ∼100 ms) sufficiently fast to allow the real time monitoring of pH variation in the millisecond range. Switches with a content of 20%, 60%, and 80% TAT display measurable kinetics (see Figure  S6 and Table S1 ). In contrast, switches with a content of 0%, 50%, and 100% TAT display kinetics so fast (<3 ms) that their folding/unfolding transitions could not be determined using a conventional stopped-flow instrument.
The switches are reversible and only respond over a specific pH window. To demonstrate this, we selected three switches that are triggered over three well-separated pH windows (20%, 60%, and 100% TAT, see Figures 2 and S2) and tested them with a series of cyclic pH-jump experiments (Figure 4 ). In the first experiment, for example, the pH of the three solutions containing the switches (each solution containing a different switch) was cycled from pH 5.0 to 7.0 and back to pH 5.0 for five times (see Figure 4 , top). Only the 20% TAT switch was triggered over this pH window, while the other two switches (60% and 100% TAT) did not give any significant signal change. In the other two series of experiments (Figure 4 , center and bottom), we selected different pH jumps to trigger only one switch. In all three experiments we observed a high reversibility of the switches' signal and a minimal cross-activation coming from the other two switches. A similar experiment was carried out with these same switches but this time by mixing them in equimolar amount in the same solution. The pH of the solution was cyclically changed to unfold/fold only one switch at a time ( Figure S13 ). As expected, the fluorescence change observed was consistent with the opening/closing of a single switch thus further demonstrating both the reversibility and specificity of our triplex nanoswitches.
Here we designed programmable DNA-based triplex nanoswitches whose folding/unfolding can be triggered at specific pH values. The nanoswitches form an intramolecular triplex DNA structure and take advantage of the pH dependence of parallel Hoogsteen interactions. We demonstrated that we could tune the pH sensitivity of these switches by simply changing the relative content of TAT/CGC triplets in the sequence. For example, switches with a high CGC content (≥50%) are opened near a pH of ∼5.5−6.0, while switches with lower CGC content (<50%) are opened at gradually more basic pHs. A switch that does not contain CGC triplets (and thus only contains TAT triplets, 100% TAT), for example, starts unfolding only at pH above 10.0. The ability to design nanoswitches with defined pH sensitivity offers several advantages. For example, a switch can be developed and optimized for a specific application that requires monitoring variations of pH over only a specific range. Similarly, we demonstrated that by mixing in the same solution two or more switches, each with a different pH sensitivity, we can obtain pH sensors with extended dynamic range. Using this strategy, we achieved an unprecedented wide pH window of 5.5 units over which these switches respond robustly. Moreover, with their nanosize, fast response time (<100 ms) and high reversibility, the triplex pH-triggered nanoswitches appear particularly suitable for applications including the real-time monitoring of pH changes in cellular extracts, in in vivo cells 8,18c,26 or in other media where pH changes represent an important input both in healthy and pathological biological pathways. 44 For example, because pH dysregulation is an hallmark of cancer, and many cancers are characterized by an inverted pH gradient between the inside and the outside of cells, 44 our switches could be of value for diagnostic purposes. Finally, the ability to program DNA strands activation. This is demonstrated by cyclically changing the pH of three solutions each containing a single switch (20%, 60%, and 100% TAT). Top: Cycling the pH from 5.0 to 7.0 (and vice versa) only activates the most unstable switch (20% TAT, red line), while no significant signal is observed for the switches with higher TAT content (60% TAT, 100% TAT). Center: A pH change from 7.0 to 9.5 leads to opening/closing of only the 60% TAT switch (green line). Within this pH window, the 100% TAT switch (blue line) remains closed, while the 20% TAT switch is already completely open. Bottom: When the pH solution is cycled between 9.5 and 11.5, we observe the opening/closing transition of the 100% TAT (blue line), while the other two switches are already completely open within this pH range. Each solution contains only one switch (20 nM), and the pH of the solution was cyclically changed by adding small aliquots of 3 M NaOH or HCl. In this experiment we selected the 20% TAT switch over the 50% TAT switch (Figures 2 and  3) , because the former displays a slightly steeper dose−response curve (see Figure S2 ) which better prevents cross-activation. The small drift of fluorescence signal observed over time is due to photobleaching of the fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 680) under the experimental conditions we used (see Figure S14 ). to open/close over a specific pH window could find many applications in the field of DNA nanomachines, 45 drug delivery systems, 46 
